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Froggy Eats Out

Reviews of the Froggy Eats Out by Frank.
Remkiewicz,Jonathan London
ME

According to my great niece (Sophie) that I buy all the books for, loved it. She looks forward to
reading books and with Amazon they state the age groups (6-8) so I never have a problem picking
out a book. Saves a lot of time. Actually she brought some of them to school to show her teacher and
class. The teacher was impressed and asked where she got them and she replied, My Auntie Jann
and of course Amazon....there are so many to choose from!
Kazijora

Typical Froggy story. Fun read. Pages don't stay open easily..

Геракл

This was a fun book. My grandkids loved it but of course they love all the Froggy books. My granddaughter really liked the shirt that the dad wore in this book. She said he was more grown up as a
dad. After reading this book, we always analize the book to see what Froggy could have done better
to not have so many problems. There are always learning situations in these books. Always enjoyable
books.
Thetalas

I brought this book for my granddaughter. She loves it. And I enjoyed reading it. I ordered three
additional Froggy books.
Prinna

This has to be one of the best Froggy books. It is so cute and the pictures are great. Froggy had his
mind made up that he wanted a dog, but his Mom wanted him to get another type of animal. good
learning too about taking care of a dog. Must have.
Shistus

my 6 year old is a pretty fluent reader and he loves all the Froggy books. We were so excited to find
a reader version. This book is great, my son loves it but it includes words like "kayaking and
tetherball" so your reader may need help.
Rolorel

What can I say? I first found out about the Froggy books when I was substituting in the local
elementary school Media Center. I saw how raptly the children listened and how they all ran up
afterwards to try to check the book out for themselves. Since that time I have bought most of the
series to read to my granddaughter, Emily, who loves them. She especially loves the part where one
of the characters calls out "F-R-O-G-G-Y!!". Each time I finish reading one of these books, Emily
immediately says "Again." That's enough for me!

Really cute book
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